York Road Parent Remote Learning Overview

Monday –Spring (Personal, Social &

Tuesday - Volcanoes (Understanding the

Emotional Development)
Activity – Looking for Signs of Spring –how
that makes us feel.
Seasons – BBC video (Mindfulness, also)

World)
Activity: Science session with Sara – mixing
and mess.- talking about what they
experience and see.
Physical challenge - Exploding volcano Yoga
with Cosmic Kids.
Story – Dinosaur Baby.
Song – Ten Dino songs link
Make a volcano activity.

Story – traditional – The Giant Turnip read
by Lisa
(Also links to Understanding the World area
of learning).

Wednesday Maths

Week beginning – 1/2/21

Sharing game video – able to
say when 2 groups contain the
same amount.

Thursday Literacy and
Communication & Language
Write a shopping list – giving
meaning to marks they make.

Song – 10 Little Ducks

Our children have
been interested in:

Sets of 10 actions physical
challenge.

Seasons, dinosaurs,
lego, activities linked
to stories, birds,
volcanoes, writing.

Story – 10 Little Monsters

Story - Don’t Forget the Bacon
‘Lisa says’ physical challenge.
Shopping list memory game.

Information about next week’s
Feeling Good Week.
2 Live lessons with your Key
Teacher on Zoom – see Tapestry
for details.

Friday A little less screen time.

Phonics:

Making a Dinosaur environment, with
your volcano, sticks and stones.

Noisy Neighbour game - To

Outdoor/indoor obstacle course
Share a made up story.
Friday night disco!

distinguish between sounds and to
remember patterns of sound. On zoom.
Extension - Silly Soup letter sounds
game . To distinguish between
differences in vocal sounds, including
oral blending and segmenting.

Your feedback from last week:
The children enjoyed the poem and shape sorting, songs and stories. Some children
are really interested in making writing marks and some are forming letters.
Zoom sessions are beginning to have more children attending – they are a lot of fun!
Thank you so much for any work you are doing with your child – such a hard job
home educating!

